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Abstract 
Recent research interest of many researchers is multi- label classification, where each instance is assigned a set of multiple class 

labels simultaneously. It is used to solve problems in different application domains such as text categorization, semantic scene 

classification, music categorization and protein function classification. This paper gives an overview of multi-label classification 

and its methods. This paper also presents a comparative analysis of multi-label classification methods using MEKA on various 

data sets such as Genbase and Enron. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

In traditional classification problems, each example is 

associated with just one of two or more classes. [1] 
Classification is a technique which is used to predict class of 

unseen instance as accurate as possible. [2] In trad itional 

approaches, single-label classification [3] deals with the 
association of each instance of a dataset with just only one 

class label. If the instances are classified into one of the two 

classes is called binary classification [4]. The problem of 
classifying instances into one of the more than two classes is 

called multiclass classification [5]. For example, a  set of 

images of fru its can be classified into oranges, apples or 

pears. Multiclass classificat ion assumes that each instance is 
associated to one and only one label that is, a fruit can be 

either an apple or a pear but not both at the same time. In  

latest approaches, multi-label classification [6] deals with 
the association of each instance with one or more class 

labels. For example, a text can be associated with any of 

religion, polit ics, finance or education at the same time. The 
difference between the single-label and mult i-label 

classification is that single-label are mutually exclusive 

whereas multi-label are interdependent from one another. 
[7] This paper is organized as follows. An overview of 

multi-label classification methods is given in Section 2. The 

MEKA tool is described in Section 3 followed by the 

description of the data set used in this study in Section 4. 
Performance Evaluation metrics for mult i-label 

classification are discussed in Section 5. Section 6 presents 

experimental analysis of mult i label classification methods 
[8] on different dataset which is followed by the discussion. 

Finally the conclusion is given in section 8 followed by the 

references. 

 

2. MULTILABEL CLASSIFICATION METHODS 

– AN OVERVIEW 

There are two categories of mult i-label classificat ion 

methods: Problem Transformation (PT) methods [2] and 

Algorithm Adaptation (AA) methods [2]. In PT methods, 

the problem is transformed into the single-label 

classification problem [9] and in AA methods; the existing 

algorithms are extended to handle the multi-label data 

directly. Here the PT methods are discussed. Though there 

are many methods under DT methods, Binary Relevance 

(BR) [8], Classifier Chains (CC) [10], Classifier Trellis (CT) 

[11] and Label Combination (LC) [8] which has been used 

for the study are described here. 

 

2.1 Binary Relevance (BR) 

BR is a problem t ransformat ion method that learns q binary 

classifiers; one for each labels in L. It transforms any mult i-

label problem into L b inary problems. [12] Each binary  

classifier is then responsible for predict ing the association of 

a single label. [13] 

 

2.2 Classifier Chains (CC) 

CC maintains the computational efficiency of the BR 

method and also considers the label dependencies into 

account for classification.CC involves │L│ binary  

classifiers. These are linked along a chain where each 

classifier deals with the binary relevance problem associated 

with label lj ∈L. The feature space of each link in the chain 

is extended with the 0/1 label associations of all previous 

links [10]. 

 

2.3 Classifier Trellis (CT) 

In CT, a fixed structure called a lattice  or trellis is used 

which avoids the complexity involved in identifying a 

structure. A structure a-priori is used instead that improves 

the order of labels within that structure. [11] It uses label-

frequency based pair wise mutual information in order to 

place the labels into the trellis  rationally i.e. one that tries to 

maximize label dependence between parents and 

children.[11] An efficient hill climbing method is used to 

insert nodes into this trellis according to marginal 

dependence information, in a manner similar to the FS 

method. [11] 
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2.4 Label Combination (LC) 

In Label power set, also known as label power set method 

the multi-label problem can be transformed into one mult i-

class single-label learning problem, using as target values 

for the class attribute all unique existing subsets of mult i-

labels present in the training instances (the distinct subsets 

of labels).[8] Th is method considers label dependency. It 

considers each unique occurrence of set of labels in mult i-

label t rain ing dataset as one class for newly  transformed  

dataset. [12] For example, if an instance is associated with 

three labels L1, L2, L4 then the new single-label class will 

be L1,2,4. So the new transformed dataset is a single-label 

classification task and any single-label classifier can be 

applied to it.[12] For a new instance to classify, LP outputs 

the most probable class, which is actually a set of labels. 

Thus it considers label dependency and also no informat ion 

is lost during classification. If the classifier can produce 

probability distribution over all classes, then LP can give 

rank among all labels using the approach of [14]. 

 

 
Fig-1. Categories of multi-label classification methods 

 

3. MEKA 

In this experiment, results were found out using MEKA 

(Multi-label Extension to WEKA [15]) [16],   based upon 

the WEKA framework [15]. It provides the support for 

development, running and evaluation of multi-label and 

multi-target classifiers. MEKA is released under the GNU 

GPL v3 license. It can be downloaded from: 

http://sourceforge.net/projects/ meka/files/. MEKA uses 

Weka's ARFF_File format. It uses JAVA to provide mult i-

label classification methods. 

 

4. DATASETS 

In this research, two different benchmark datasets such as 

„Genbase.arff‟ and „Enron.arff‟ were used. The characteristic 

of the data sets are summarized in the Table. 1. Enron is a 

data set that includes the e-mails from 150 senior Enron 

officials grouped into many categories. The labels can be 

further grouped into four categories: coarse genre, 

included/forwarded information, primary topics and 

messages with emotional tone. [17] Genbase is a biological 

data set that has been downloaded from Mulan: A java 

library for multi label learning. [18] 

Table -1 : Benchmark datasets 

Dataset No of 

Instances 

No of 

Attributes  

No of 

Labels 

Genbase 662 1186 27 

Enron  1702 1001 53 

 

5. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION METRICS 

Hamming Loss (HL) is an example-based evaluation 

measure, which is defined as the measure of accuracy in a 

multi-label classification problem.  It finds out how many 

times on an average, the relevance of an example to a class 

label are incorrectly predicted. [9]Hamming Loss is defined 

as follow in 

 

 
 

where  stands for the symmetric  difference of two sets, 

which is the set-theoretic equivalent of the exclusive 

disjunction (XOR operation) in Boolean logic. [9] 

 

Accuracy (AC) is an example –based evaluation measure, 

which is defined as the proportion of the predicted correct 

labels to the total number (predicted and actual) of labels for 

that instance. [9] 

 

 
 

Exact Match (EM) is defined as the percentage of examples 

that have all their labels classified correctly. [9] 

 

F1 Macro (FM) is a label based measure, which is the 

harmonic mean between precision and recall, where the 

average is calculated per label and then averaged across all 

labels. [19] [20] If pj and rj are the precision and recall for all 

j   h(xi) from j  Yi, the macro-F1 is 

 

 
 

One error (OE) is a ranking measure that evaluates how 

many times the top-ranked label is not in the set of relevant 

labels of the example. The metric  one_error (f) takes values 

between 0 and 1. The smaller the value of one_error(f), the 

better the performance. [20] This evaluation metric is defined 

as

 
 

Where L = {1, 2, ... , Q } and [] equals 1 if  holds 

and 0 otherwise for any predicate . 
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6. COMPARISON STUDY OF DIFFERENT 

CLASSIFICATION METHOD USING MEKA 

In this study, four mult i-label classification methods such as 

Binary Relevance (BR), Classifier Chains (CC), Classifier 

Trellis (CT) and Label Combination (LC) are used. And four 

classifiers such as Naive Bayes (NB), JRip, SMO and J48 

were used as the base classifiers.   Multi-label classification 

is performed on two datasets such as Enron and Genbase 

using MEKA and their performance were evaluated based on 

accuracy (AC), Exact Match (EM), Hamming Loss (HL), F1 

Macro (FM), One error (OE) and total time (TT).  Figure 2 

shows the evaluation of the classifiers based on accuracy. It 

is clear from the figure that when CT method was used with 

NB classifier, it gives less accuracy. When SMO method was 

used with BR, CC, CT and LC, it gives more accuracy, 

followed by J48 and JRIP when used with CC, CT and LC 

classifiers. First the experiment was conducted on Genbase 

dataset. Figure 3 displays the performance of classifiers 

based on Exact Match. Exact match measure is higher when 

J48 was used with LC, CT, &CC, When SMO was used with 

all classifiers and when JRIP was used with CC, CT & LC. 

Figure 4 shows the performance of classifiers based on 

hamming loss. When SMO was used with all the methods 

shows less hamming loss followed by J48 used with LC,CT 

and CC. Figure 5 give the performance of Classifiers based 

on  total time. From the figure, it is clear that SMO method 

used with all the classifiers has taken long time. 

 

 
Fig 2 Performance of the classifiers based on accuracy 

 

 
Fig - 3 Performance of classifiers based on Exact Match 

 
Fig - 4 Performance of classifiers based on hamming loss. 

 

 
Fig - 5 Performance of Classifiers based on total time 

 

From the above figure, it is clear that SMO method used with 

all the classifiers has taken long time. 

 

 
Fig - 6  Performance of the classifiers based on accuracy 

 

When Naïve Bayes method used with BR classifier, it gives 

the less accuracy followed by JRIP method used with LC 

also gives less accuracy. From the above figure 6, it was 

found that J48 with CC classifier shows the highest accuracy 

followed by J48 with CC, SMO with LC, CT, CT and BR, 

JRIP with CT and NB with LC. 
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Fig - 7. Performance of classifiers based on Exact Match 

 

From figure 7, it is clear that when SMO is used with LC 

classifier, it gives the highest exact match. 

 

 
Fig - 8.  Performance of classifiers based on hamming loss. 

 

From the above figure 8, it was found that JRIP when used 

with all classifiers shows less hamming loss where as when 

SMO method used with LC classifiers shows the highest 

hamming loss. 

 

 
Fig - 9. Performance classifiers based on total time 

 

It is clear from figure 9 that when JRIP clasifier is used with 

LC method, it has taken highest total time and when SMO is 

used with BR&CC; it has taken lowest total time followed by 

J48 used with LC method. 

Table -2: Results from Genbase 

Genbase/BR AC EM HL FM OE Time 

Naïve Bayes 0.433 0.407 0.033 0.444 0.407 7.989 

JRIP 0.536 0.053 0.036 0.691 0 7.504 

SMO 0.989 0.973 0.001 0.993 0 53.297 

J48 0.536 0.053 0.036 0.691 0 4.402 

Genbase/CC AC EM HL FM OE Time 

Naïve Bayes 0.28 0.279 0.034 0.281 0.593 3.16 

JRIP 0.969 0.951 0.002 0.973 0.018 4.316 

SMO 0.989 0.973 0.001 0.993 0 51.459 

J48 0.969 0.951 0.002 0.973 0.018 2.149 

Genbase/CT AC EM HL FM OE Time 

Naïve Bayes 0.267 0.265 0.035 0.268 0.606 21.645 

JRIP 0.969 0.951 0.002 0.973 0.018 5.787 

SMO 0.989 0.973 0.001 0.993 0 62.027 

J48 0.969 0.951 0.002 0.973 0.018 3.772 

Genbase/LC AC EM HL FM OE Time 

Naïve Bayes 0.361 0.354 0.054 0.364 0.658 0.661 

JRIP 0.963 0.942 0.003 0.968 0.022 2.578 

SMO 0.987 0.969 0.001 0.991 0 21.081 

J48 0.981 0.96 0.002 0.986 0.004 0.543 

 

7. DISCUSSION 

The four multi-label classifiers BR, CC, CT and LC were 

applied in MEKA. The four multi-label classification 

methods were experimented in combination with the 

classifiers learning algorithms such as Naive Bayes, JRIP, 

SMO and J48. For performance evaluation, the accuracy 

(AC), Exact Match (EM), Hamming Loss (HL), F1 Macro 

(FM), One error (OE) and total time (TT) measures are used. 

The experiments were conducted on multi-label data sets 

Genbase and Enron which are in ARFF file format of the 

WEKA library. Genbase is the biological dataset concerned 

with protein function classification and gene function 

classification. Enron data set contains email messages. It is a 

subset of about 1700 labeled email messages. The analytical 

results on the two data sets are given in the Table 2 and 

Table 3. From the analysis of the experimented data and the 

graphs, it was found that with the Genbase data set, When 

CT method is used with NB classifier, it gives less accuracy. 

When SMO method is used with BR, CC, CT and LC, it  

gives more accuracy, followed by J48 and JRIP when used 

with CC, CT and LC classifiers. Exact match measure is 

higher when J48 used with LC, CT, &CC. When SMO used 

with all classifiers and When JRIP is used with CC, CT & 

LC. When SMO used with all classifiers shows less 

hamming loss followed by J48 used with LC, CT and CC. 

When SMO used with all classifiers shows the best 

performance since the value of one error is zero followed by 

J48 with LC, CT& CC and JRIP with CC, CT &LC. 

 

In the case of Enron database, when Naïve Bayes method 

used with BR classifier, it gives the less accuracy followed 

by JRIP method used with LC also gives less accuracy. From 
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the above figure, it is found that J48 with CC classifier shows 

the highest accuracy followed by J48 with CC, SMO with 

LC, CT, CT and BR, JRIP with CT and NB with LC. 

 

When SMO used with LC classifier gives the highest exact 

match. From the above figure 8, it was found that JRIP when 

used with all classifiers shows less hamming loss where as 

when SMO method used with LC classifiers shows the 

highest hamming loss. When JRIP method used with LC has 

taken highest total time and when SMO with BR&CC has 

taken lowest total time followed by J48 used with LC. 

 

8. CONCLUSION 

This paper presented the multi-label classification problem. 

It gave an overview of some of the mult i-label classificat ion 

methods and also provided a comparative study of the 

experiment results for the above methods. In this work, four 

different problem transformation methods of mult i-label 

classification were used such as BR, CC, CT and LC on 

datasets such as Enron and Genbase.  It is quite d ifficult  to 

assess the performance of multi-label classificat ion methods 

since many other factors can also influence it. From the 

experiment conducted it is clear that based on performance 

accuracy of the classifiers, CC, CT and LC are better mult i-

label classification methods than BR. 

 

Table -3: Results from Enron 
Enron/BR AC EM HL FM OE Time 

Naïve 

Bayes 0.205 0.009 0.084 0.301 0.437 166.65 

JRIP 0.387 0.003 0.06 0.526 0.28 1051.53 

SMO 0.397 0.114 0.06 0.51 0.401 79.407 

J48 0.388 0.031 0.06 0.519 0.387 748.601 

Enron/CC AC EM HL FM OE Time 

Naïve 

Bayes 0.238 0.003 0.177 0.353 0.648 169.754 

JRIP 0.386 0.135 0.058 0.482 0.347 1164.81 

SMO 0.399 0.119 0.06 0.508 0.406 83.429 

J48 0.414 0.128 0.054 0.519 0.358 889.228 

Enron/CT AC EM HL FM OE Time 

Naïve 

Bayes 0.238 0.003 0.169 0.355 0.665 682.159 

JRIP 0.398 0.09 0.054 0.51 0.339 1062.341 

SMO 0.398 0.114 0.06 0.51 0.409 148.989 

J48 0.409 0.126 0.054 0.516 0.349 762.436 

Enron/LC AC EM HL FM OE Time 

Naïve 

Bayes 0.394 0.135 0.06 0.494 0.378 218.452 

JRIP 0.199 0.121 0.069 0.234 0.667 2902.027 

SMO 0.408 0.143 0.943 0.511 0.34 1842.296 

J48 0.344 0.116 0.07 0.436 0.465 73.226 
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